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Welcome to In Alliance. 

This issue features an article by
Rosemary Phillips, the recently retired
Deputy Principal of Annesley College.
Drawing on her nineteen years experience
in girls’ education and co-education prior to
this, Rosemary has commented on the
perceived “battle” purported by the media
between co-education and single sex
schooling.

There are also two fascinating articles
from New Zealand members.  One focuses
on a Thinking School- a program that
encourages girls to learn to think critically
and laterally and is having great success.
The other details the range of opportunities
presented to their students to encourage
them to pursue science.

Thank you to everyone who has
contributed articles and photographs to this,
my first edition as Editor of In Alliance.
Thank you also to those who have promised

articles for the
next edition.  I
welcome all
contributions,
particularly
those with a
broad
application for
our member
schools. 

Finally, I
would like to
thank Dr Ros
Otzen, the outgoing Editor, for her hard
work on In Alliance, and congratulate her
on her new role as President of the Alliance
of Girls’ Schools.

Nancy Hillier, Editor
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FROM THE EDITOR...

I would like to welcome seven new
schools as members of the Alliance of Girls’
Schools (Australasia): St Cuthbert’s College,
New Zealand; Methodist Ladies College,
Western Australia; Calrossy, Tamworth NSW;
St Ursula’s College, Queensland; The Girls’
Grammar School, Queensland; Mentone
Girls’ Secondary College, Victoria; and Iona
Presentation College, Western Australia.  I
look forward to meeting our new members
in the near future.

I spent the first week of term 3 in south
east Queensland learning about Girls’
Schools in Queensland and assisting in the

planning of the 1999 Student Leaders’
Conference and the 2000 Annual Conference
and Business Meeting.  The Student Leaders’
Conference will again be held at Ipswich
Girls’ Grammar School, while the 2000
Annual Conference will be co-hosted by our
three Toowoomba members - Fairholme
College, the Glennie School and our new
member, St Ursula’s College. 

I very much enjoyed visiting some of our
member Schools in Queensland and meeting
some of our other Principals at a dinner in
Brisbane.  I attended the Year 10 Subject
Selection Evening at Ipswich Girls’ Grammar

FROM THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER...

In Alliance Editorial Deadlines 1999
Volume 15 .....................................................................................................Friday 29 October

All copy is welcome but must be submitted to Dr Nancy Hillier by the above dates.
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From the Executive Officer continued...

School which gave me the opportunity to learn about the
diverse range of subjects available in the final years at School
and about the “OP” and “FP” systems which relate to tertiary
entrance.  Whilst in Ipswich I also visited St Mary’s (a Mercy
School) and Ipswich Boys Grammar School.  This gave me a
wonderful cross-section of education in a specific geographic
region.

In Toowoomba, I spent time at both Fairholme College
and at The Glennie School.  I enjoyed speaking to the senior
Students at Fairholme and meeting staff from both Schools.
The planning session for the 2000 Annual Conference was
very successful and I look forward to sharing more of our
planning ideas in the coming editions of In Alliance.

I would like to thank in particular Stan Klan at Fairholme
College and Carolyn Anderson at Ipswich Girls’ Grammar
School for making me feel so welcome and providing me
with accommodation during my trip. 

In early August I will be visiting Sydney and Barbara Stone
at MLC School has organised a function so I can meet many
of our New South Wales members.  I will also be visiting
some of our Sydney Schools during this trip.

Sue Collister

Executive Officer

STUDENT LEADERS’ CONFERENCE

Sunday 12 December 1999 - Thursday 16
December 1999

(It is expected that the girls will arrive on
Saturday 11 December and leave on Friday 17
December 1999.)  A special feature this year will
be the inclusion of the Self Made Girl project on
Sunday 12 December.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND BUSINESS

MEETING

Saturday 29 April - Monday 1 May 1 2000

Toowoomba, Queensland

DIARY DATES

THE THINKING SCHOOL...

Innovative programs in thinking skills are stimulating a
whole new approach to learning at Auckland’s St Cuthbert’s
College.

Every week, every student, from Year 1 to Year 13, is
exposed to a new thinking skill, which is then incorporated
in a planned way into that week’s classes.  In addition,
students participate in Philosophy for Children, while a
smaller group chooses to work with Future Problem Solving
or Community
Problem Solving. 

Implemented this
year, the thinking
skills program teaches
students to improve
the quality and
efficiency of their
thinking in both study
and their personal
lives.  Based on the
work of De Bono,
Fogarty, Ballanca and
others, the program is
designed specifically
for St Cuthbert’s
College.  It is being
evaluated by a New

Zealand leader in creative thinking and in course
development, Associate Professor Don McAlpine of Massey
university.

While many techniques are common currency in the
College’s classrooms, the program is designed to bring
explicit attention to thinking processes.

Students learn critical thinking - seeing all sides of an
issue, predicting and
prioritising - and
creative thinking -
imagining and
brainstorming.  They
learn to select,
evaluate and monitor
different thinking
processes for different
situations in a
deliberate and
conscious way.

“Students develop
intellectual confidence
and tolerance for the
thoughts of others,”
says thinking skills
teacher Clinton
Golding.
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All Year 1 to Year 8 students and self-selected students
from Year 9 onwards, also encounter Philosophy for Children.
Here students raise questions about thought provoking issues
that are both common and central in the life of the child -
issues such as friendship, fairness, truth and human rights.
They learn to provide and seek reasons for opinions and to
reconsider, modify and refine their ideas in the light of other
people’s ideas.  Teachers encourage students to develop
criteria for examining the quality of each other’s contributions
and to justify why one may be better than another.  As with
thinking skills, philosophy has applications right across the
curriculum. 

Students also raise questions on areas such as truth of
scientific facts, the purpose of art and music, and the
definition of civilisation.  In addition they are encouraged to
analyse and discuss thinking itself. 

“In philosophy you learn how to think, not what to think,”
says Golding. 

Philosophy for Children was introduced at St Cuthbert’s
College in 1994, when Associate Principal Gill Hubble
returned from a conference about critical thinking in
Townsville.  She believed student participation in a
community of inquiry would develop students’ intellectual
rigour.

In Future Problem Solving, developed by American
E Paul Torrance in 1974, students are presented
with a problem in the world or community, from
which they generate a series of underlying
problems.  They then choose one underlying
problem for which they formulate a solution.
The process involves both factual research
and creativity. 

Year 9 student Cassandra Forsyth was a
member of an inter-school group which
won its section at the Future
Problems Solving Championships
in Michigan recently, examining
an underlying issue related to
global distribution of wealth. 

Cassandra’s team
looked at the
increasing gulf
between
technologically
advanced
nations and
what they
called “slow
zones”.  

The team’s solution was to assist agricultural economies
with resources and training in the use of bio-technology. 

Dr Torrance developed Community Problem Solving in the
early 1980’s.  This takes Future Problem Solving one stage
further.  Students identify a problem in the local, national or
global community, define an underlying problem and
generate solutions.  In addition, they must implement their
solution and measure its effectiveness.

St Cuthbert’s College’s Community Problem Solving group,
Femetraj, also won its division at the World Championships as
well as the prestigious Beyonder award, for the group
providing a presentation which would exceed expectations of
the entrant’s age-group and would have impact in the wider
community.

The team looked at the difficulty parents and teenagers
have when discussing alcohol at parties.  Among the solutions
they developed was a Party Pact that enabled parents and
teenagers to outline their expectations about party behaviour,
including the use of alcohol, and to specify consequences for
both parents and teenagers non-compliance.  The Pact was
printed on lively postcards, which were distributed through
local cafes.  The Ministry of Education is examining an
education kit developed by the team, for possible inclusion in
the new Physical Education and Health curriculum.

Professional Development at St Cuthbert’s College
this year has a thinking focus.  Each week thinking
skills specialist Clinton Golding takes staff through
the new skill to be taught that week.  Early this
year, David Hyerle presented his thinking maps to
staff.  Later, Art Costa will visit the College to

provide further training.  He is also providing a
workshop for parents and grandparents, which
will enable families to work together in providing
a thinking environment for the
students. 

The Thinking School continued...
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LOST BY DEFAULT ?

Those who work in girls’ schools are almost always keen
supporters of education for girls in girls’ schools: they see its
benefits and in particular the extremely high calibre of the
graduates of girls’ schools - not only the high fliers but also
those of more limited ability, who in many cases seem almost
to have over-achieved in terms of what was perceived to be
their ability when they first
came to the school.

Why then are parents not
beating down the doors of
girls’ schools to enrol their
daughters? Why, even if their
parents want them to go to a
girls’ schools, are many girls
agitating to be allowed to go to
a co-educational one? Why
aren’t the parents of these girls
confident enough of the value
of a single-sex education to
withstand this pressure? Why
are many students at girls’
schools almost apologetic
when they talk to their peers
about being in a single-sex
school, even when they enjoy
school and are doing very well? 

These are important
questions for everyone
involved in girls’ education.

WHY SHOULD I BE TRYING TO ANSWER THEM? 

At the end of 1998 I retired after 16 years as Deputy
Principal of Annesley College, a Uniting Church girls’ day and
boarding school in South Australia. During this time I had the
privilege of being the representative of the independent
schools of Australia on the committee established to review
the National Policy for the Education of Girls. In 1993 this
committee produced The National Action Plan for the
Education of Girls 1993-1997, a document I subsequently
used as the basis of a Master’s thesis looking at the practice of
the independent girls’ schools of South Australia in relation to
this plan. Not surprisingly I am a firm believer in the value of
the education of girls in girls’ schools, although, or indeed
perhaps because, my own experience as a student, and as a
teacher before I came to Annesley, was in co-educational
schools.   

The Principal of Annesley College, Dr Nancy Hillier, the
incoming editor of In Alliance, persuaded me that I would
love to write an article reflecting on my years in a girls’
school. While not entirely convinced, I decided that there
were some issues that needed to be addressed and that I was
in the happy position of being able to be fairly blunt without
having to worry about possibly treading on a few toes.

It seems to me that the major cause, at least in South
Australia, of the problems I raised at the beginning of this
article is the fact that we are not telling people about girls’
schools and what they do - not the general public, not our
parents and wider school communities, and certainly not our
students. We are letting the argument go by default. 

Publications like this one,
excellent as they are, preach to
the converted. I know it is very
difficult, verging on impossible,
to get newspaper coverage of
articles like those in In
Alliance, but suitable articles
should be being photocopied
by schools, included in school
newsletters, displayed in
waiting rooms, distributed to
parent groups and to teaching
and non-teaching staff, and
being talked about to students
in school assemblies and to
staff, parents, Old Scholars and
Councils in meetings. 

As far as reaching the
general public is concerned,
the occasional newspaper
controversy where proponents
of single-sex and co-
educational schools square off
achieves very little except

reinforce whatever view the reader held before. What is
needed is a consistent, co-ordinated approach from all single-
sex schools, taking every opportunity to publicise what girls’
schools do for girls and what boys’ schools do for boys. At
the moment the approach in general is adversarial rather than
co-operative. The work of the Coalition of Girls’ Schools in
the United States is surely an example of what a joint
approach and a concerted publicity campaign can achieve.

However to my mind the most serious instance of letting
the argument go by default happens with the parents of our
own students. Yet we all know that the very best advocates of
a school are satisfied and articulate parents. In my
experience, not many parents have a really clear idea of the
benefits of a girls’ school for girls. They feel that it is the right
path to choose, but often cannot articulate their reasons to
friends and relatives, nor to their own children. Principals in
particular and school staff in general should be taking every
opportunity to talk and write to parents in their schools about
what girls’ schools can and do offer to students. It’s all too
easy to assume that what is self-evident to us will also be self-
evident to our communities. Unfortunately very often it’s
nothing of the sort. 

From my own experience, articles in school newsletters
talking about reasons for choosing a single-sex education, the
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Lost By Default continued.......

philosophy behind such an education and girls’ preferred
learning styles invariably draw very positive and grateful
comment. Articles addressing issues of particular relevance to
parenting girls, such as how to deal with friendship
difficulties, how to increase self-confidence and self-esteem
and how to encourage the development of spatial and
manipulative skills are also very well received. Such articles
not only help parents to understand more clearly the benefits
girls’ schools can provide, but they also present a school staff,
and particularly the Principal, as educational professionals
who think about education, have a clear and defensible
educational philosophy and are aware of educational issues
as they affect their students.

This approach can be formal as in newsletters and
speeches, but needs also to be apparent in off the cuff
remarks and casual interchanges with the school community.
For this to happen the school must have a central and
common focus on the education of girls. The best and
simplest way to achieve this that I have ever heard of I came
across at a
conference on girls’
education some
years ago: the
speaker asked a
very simple
question - "What is
it like to be a girl
in your school?"
She went on to
suggest that we
think of a girl in
Prep and ask
ourselves, "What
do we value her
for? What are we
proud of? What do
we talk about?
What is she
learning about
being a girl?" She
then recommended
that we ask the
same question about girls at every year level in our schools. I
found that this sort of focus clarifies the mind wonderfully.

As far as students of the school go, it can’t be denied that
in the adolescent years particularly, co-education has a
powerful attraction. It always will. After all, in a girls’ school,
boys have the attraction of the relatively unattainable,
whereas, in a co-educational school, the rather unattractive
and pimply youth in the next desk tends not to have the
same appeal. What is important is to present the case for the
benefits to be gained from a girls’ school. This can’t be done
by sidestepping the whole issue. Our students aren’t stupid
and they are perfectly capable of appreciating the strength of
the arguments in favour of a girls’ school and assessing them
against what they may perceive as disadvantages.

I believe, then, that girls need to be told frequently (but in
small doses so that it doesn’t seem like propaganda) of the
value of girls’ schools. They need to hear from Old Scholars,

particularly young ones, about what they have achieved, and
to hear memories of their school days. They also need to hear
from students new to the school and coming from a co-
educational background about their past experiences, and
about their reactions to their new school - they and you will
often be amazed at how favourable these are. The more
positive comments they hear about their school, and girls’
schools in general, the better they will feel about it. They also
need to have the maximum possible amount of contact with
neighbouring boys’ schools so that they don’t feel that they
have been consigned to a nunnery. And of course, and
obviously, they need to be enjoying their own experience in
a girls’ school. 

To sum up, in a world where co-education is presented as
the norm and "the real world," they need to be given the
opportunity to reflect on the pros as well as the cons of a
single sex education, and to understand that, in much they
take for granted, they are in fact very privileged. 

The case for single sex schools is a compelling one: we do
not to have to
fudge the issue
when we talk
about it to our
communities.
They are schools
with a central
focus - what boys
or girls need to
learn and how
they best learn it.
The business of
girls’ schools is to
help girls make
full use of their
special talents and
abilities, and also
to develop in
those areas which
traditionally girls
have found to
come less easily.
Areas that come to

mind are spatial and manipulative tasks and more generalised
abilities like assertiveness, self-confidence and willingness to
take risks. The same applies to boys’ schools: it’s equally
important that boys should develop skills which have not
traditionally been seen as in the male domain - for instance
learning to be at ease with feelings and emotions, and
learning skills of negotiation and conflict resolution. 

I believe, through my experience as teacher, parent and
researcher, that single sex schools are the best possible way
for girls and boys, and young men and young women, to
develop their strengths and overcome their weaknesses in a
safe and non-threatening yet challenging environment. I am
confident that almost all of you reading this article would
share that view. Let’s spread the word. It’s too important an
issue to let it go by default.

Rosemary Phillips



NEWS FROM QUEENSLAND

The big news in Queensland Alliance circles is the recent visit of Sue
Collister to the Sunshine State.

Sue visited during the week of July 12th to
18th to commence planning for both the
Leadership Conference at Ipswich Girls’
Grammar School in December, and the 2000
Conference at Fairholme in Toowoomba.

A dinner for members and prospective
members was held in Brisbane at Brett’s Wharf
seafood restaurant, overlooking the Brisbane
River. Although it was the first week of term,
and two members were overseas, it was an
encouraging gathering with interest in the
Alliance growing.

The Conference planning day in
Toowoomba was a wonderful example of co-
operation between Alliance schools, as the
Conference will be.

Girls from the three member schools in Toowoomba met early in
the morning and then the three Principals - Mary White standing in
for Sister Sue Flood of St Ursula’s College (in Boston on leave), Reg
Brine of The Glennie School and Stan Klan of Fairholme College -
spent several hours with Sue Collister planning the Conference. 

While the conference is to be based primarily at Fairholme, one
day’s activities will be held at Glennie, and a visit will be made to St
Ursula’s. Staff of all three schools will
share the workload in planning and
running the conference.

We believe that this is the way
schools should always operate.

We look forward to welcoming you
all to the Garden City of Toowoomba in
early Second Term, 2000.

Stan Klan

NEWS FROM WA
Following the Alliance Conference in

Melbourne a meeting of seven Heads of
girls’ schools in Perth was held at PLC on
Tuesday 1st June.  It was an opportunity for
the two Principals who were able to attend the Conference to share
papers from the keynote speakers and highlights of the conference. It
is important to be informed of the directions of Alliance, being
somewhat isolated from the eastern states as well as being in an
environment where single sex schooling is still very strong.

This year is the centenary of women’s suffrage in Western Australia.
There are a number of exhibitions, events and activities to celebrate
the occasion.  We were able to share how girls’ schools will mark this
significant event.

Beth Blackwood

NEWS FROM SA
In early June Annesley College hosted the Alliance of Girls’ Schools
(SA) Luncheon for student leaders from SA girls’ schools. The

luncheon featured a guest speaker, Jane
Doyle, a local media identity, who spoke to
the girls about the importance of pursuing a
career that interests them and that risk-taking
is part of achieving your goals.

The event was well attended and the
feedback very positive.  The girls are keen that
such events should continue. 

Seymour College is hosting a luncheon on
Wednesday 1 September for Principals of girls’
schools in South Australia.  We have also
invited the Principals of Prince Alfred College
and St Peter’s Boys College to attend this
luncheon so that we may exchange thoughts
and ideas about the advantages of single sex
education. 

Suzanne McChesney

NEWS FROM VICTORIA

Victorian members met for a beautiful meal at Toorak College, Mt
Eliza, which was preceded by an exciting session in which plans
were further developed for the proposed Alliance Athletics 2000
meet.  

We envisage a competition for
talented individual athletes from our
schools, rather than an inter-school
competition.  Athletes from member
schools who reached certain minimum
standards of performance in their track
or field event, would compete in Heats
in the morning, and Finals would be
held in the afternoon.  There would be
an Opening and Closing ceremony,
where school banners can be displayed.
We plan to invite distinguished athletes
from our past students to present
awards, and provide a Certificate of
Participation for all competitors.

The aims of the event are to raise the
profile of girls’ sport in the Olympic year, to celebrate their sporting
excellence and achievements, and to promote the Alliance and its
member schools.  Planning Committee of Heads, sports staff and for
public relations are being formed to organise the event.  It has been
great to see real enthusiasm and excitement generating over this
event. 

Our members are meeting twice more this year, in July and
November. 

Ros Otzen

Sue Collister with girls from the three schools 
organising the 2000 conference.

AROUND THE STATES...

Channel 7’s Jane Doyle with the hosts of the 
SA luncheon for student leaders.
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BOOK REVIEW

Girls Talk: Young women speak their hearts and minds.

Girls Talk is aimed at adolescent girls and its
overwhelming message is “You’re not alone, you’re not
abnormal.”  This message is presented through a series of
essays, interviews, diary extracts and letters written by girls
from 8 years old to early twenties.  Almost any issue or
problem that may confront an adolescent girl is somewhere in
this book, from the minor to the very serious, from the “f”
word - feminism to rape, sexuality, body image and eating
disorders, drugs, friendships, school, ethnicity and
aboriginality in Australian society, to depression and dealing
with the suicide of a friend or family member.

The author informs us in the introduction that she is
responding to a demand by girls for a book that “gets real -
that:

• doesn’t treat them as if they are all living in a sheltered
world where the worst thing that could happen to them
would be breaking a nail;

• doesn’t treat girls like babies who don’t menstruate and
have sex;

• doesn’t avoid the hard stuff, such as making decisions
about doing drugs and dealing with families that aren’t
always sane, sweet or loving;

• doesn’t avoid real life issues, such as what happens when
people treat you and your friends as freaks just because
you happen to be gay or lesbian.

...says it’s okay for girls to have different shapes, different
lives and different ideas - and that we all have to deal with
some tough stuff.”

And the book certainly does that.  Many of the letters and
comments from girls are surprising or even shocking.  Their
power to shock is not just in the situations the girls are
dealing with, but in the way they are thinking about those
situations and the way they make them feel about themselves.

The stories are interspersed with comments from the
author “Can I do some talking?” and talking points for girls to
think about their own experiences.  The author’s voice speaks
as the voice of perspective, but speaking in the same casual
language and sharing personal experiences, tries not to be the
adult telling the girls what to think.  The overall tone is
surprisingly upbeat, showing girls who have survived, dealt
with situations, and moved on to make their lives into what
they want.

Louise Miller

GIRLS DO EXCEL AT SCIENCE

This article shows the moves to encouraging girls in Science in
one New Zealand school, Diocesan School for Girls, in Auckland.  

To support academic success in science we make many
opportunities available to students.  Girls in the Middle School are
encouraged to work towards gaining science badges in areas of their
own interest.  Students from Year 10 upwards have the opportunity
to work on individual projects which will qualify them for CREST
(CREativity in Science and Technology) awards at bronze, silver and
gold levels.  Such projects are also entered for the annual Auckland
Science fair, an event in which Diocesan has had many notable
successes.

Numerous exciting overseas opportunities are offered each year.
Students who have a commitment to science are encouraged
strongly to apply for these events.  In the recent past we have been
represented at the Singapore Science Research School and at the
Australian Space School.  Also available are the London Youth
Science Forum, a space camp in Atlanta and research schools in
Japan.  Some of these events provide considerable financial support
for the students who are selected to attend.  Details of applications
are publicised as they come to hand. 

There is always keen interest amongst our students to attend
Science Schools within New Zealand.  Every year several students go
to the Siemens Science School (Year 11, mid-year), Genesis Science
and Technology Summer School (Year 12, January) and the
University of Otago’s Hands-on-Science Summer School (Year 10-13,
January) which is particularly popular.  During these events students
are exposed to current research and applications, they gain new
ideas regarding possible careers in science and they meet and make
friends with a wide group of like-minded people from all over the
country.

With the annual competitions such as the Australian Science
Competition, the BP Technology Challenge and the Y10 Science
Quiz, science at Diocesan is full of exciting and varied opportunities
for our students to achieve great things.

Principal, Gail Thomson, is passionate in her belief that girl
students are standing up and being counted in the science world.
“Diocesan students continue to demonstrate that girls in girls’
schools do excel in science.”
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By Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli, lecturer in Public Health with Deakin University


